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LABOR ECONOMICS 

Week 13 

Equilibrium with heterogenous 

labor 

János Köllő 

•Up to this point we dealt with homogenous workers and firms. We allowed for 

heterogeneity only in terms of skills and wages. 

•Actually, firms offer various remuneration packages: higher or lower wages, better or 

worse working conditions, higher or lower risk of lay-off, and so on. 

•Workers differ in their preferences over wages and other working conditions. 

•How do utility-maximizing workers and profit-maximizing firms find each other? 

•The answer lies in the concept of compensating wage differentials. In general: 

compensating wage differentials represent compensation for disadvantages or 

concessions for non-pecuniary amenities, holding other wage determinants constant. 

•We discuss compensating wage differentials through the example of the risk of injury. 
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Assumptions 

1. Workers maximize utility 

High wages with unfavorable working conditions, and low wages with good working 

conditions may provide the same level of utility (substitutability) 

Preferences are diverse, some workers prefer the first combination, others do the 

second (selection). 

That said, it is not wages but net benefits, which are to be equalized. 

2. Workers are well informed 

In the case of unknown risks, the mechanisms behind compensating wage differentials 

do not work. 

E.g.: Asbestos and radioactivity 40-50 years ago. Unknown chemicals today. 

Compensating wage differentials may evolve irrespective of weather workers know the 

risks ex ante or only ex post. A decline in the number of applicants and an increase in 

the number of job leavers can both urge the firm to raise wages. 

3. Workers can move between jobs  

Compensating wage differentials do not arise if workers can not move between jobs and 

firms. 

Empirical relevance 

•The idea is not new, see the first systematic discussion in Adam Smith’s The Wealth of 

Nations, chapter 11.  

•Finding empirical evidence is difficult, though. Multivariate analysis of large samples 

with individual or firm-level data is required. Empirical research started only in the 1970s. 

•The theory can only be tested by analyzing the wage effect of job characteristics, which 
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are generally considered disadvantageous or advantageous. Several attributes are 

evaluated differently by individuals (some like to work in open air, others do not, etc.).  

Worker preferences   

Indifference curves 

Levels: U3 > U2 >U1 

Individuals can be indifferent between J 

and K. 

Convexity: when the job is very risky, a 

larger wage increase is required to 

compensate workers for a further 

increase in risks. 

The unusual shape of the indifference curves is due to the fact that one of the axes 

represents something „bad”. 

Worker preferences are different   

Risk aversion 

Alyson is very risk-averse, Samuel not 

so much. 

Alyson has to be compensated by a 

larger wage increase than Samuel for 

the same increase in risks. Compared to 

Samuel’s, her reservation wage falls 

more if the level of risks decrease. 
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Firms’ isoprofit curves 

Risk reduction incurs costs. In order to 

retain the level of profit, wages should 

be cut. 

If returns to risk reduction are 

decreasing, which is likely to be the 

case, the isoprofit curves will be 

concave.   

Firms’ isoprofit curves   

For a given level of wage (w), risk level 

R1 can be achieved at zero profit. 

Reducing the risk level to R2 implies 

loss. 
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Firms’ isoprofit curves 

Risk level R2 combined with wage w 

implies zero profit. Wage level w* 

implies loss.   

Zero profit curves of different firms   

To the left of K: 

The sawmill can reduce  the level of 

risks only at the expense of significant 

wage cuts if it wants to stay at =0. 

To the right of K: 

The sawmill saves a lot by allowing a 

higher level of risks  it can significantly 

raise wages without running to financial 

loss. 
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Competitive offers   

To the left of K: 

At given levels of risks, wages in the 

bakery are higher. 

To the right of K: 

At given levels of risk, wages in the 

sawmill are higher. 

Consequence: the bakery can offer better jobs (higher wages at given level of risks) in 

the range of low risk levels. The sawmill offers better jobs in the range of high risks. 

Worker-job matches   

The risk-averse worker prefers safer 

jobs with lower wages. Such jobs are 

provided by firms, which can mitigate 

risks relatively cheaply. 

The less risk-averse worker prefers 

riskier jobs with higher wages. Such 

jobs are provided by firms, which could 

mitigate risks relatively costly. 
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Offer curves   

Worker-job matches   

In a market with many workers and firms
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The Hedonic Wage Function 

(Price-risk equlibrium curve)   

The curve is not necessarily linear. Optimal demands and supplies must have the same 

distribution in order for that to hold. 

The curve over the business cycle 

•Instead of a single market wage we have a set of equilibrium wages varying with the 

amenetites of jobs (the hedonic wage curve) 

•Booms will most likely shift the curve up and down since risk reduction is costly and 

time-consuming.   

•Other disadvantages (which can be easily offset at the expense of current 

expenditures) imply shifts, which are not necessarily vertical. 
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Government intervention 

The conviction that  

a) workers are not aware of the risks they face at work 

b) and/or their freedom of choice is limited 

c) so compensating wage differentials do not evolve 

may drive governments to introduce minimum safety standards 

Intervention at a well-functioning market 

(Compensating wage differentials evolve) 

Before the intervention, A works at a 

low-risk job for a low wage while  

B works in a high-risk job for high wage.   
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Intervention at a well-functioning market 

(Compensating wage differentials evolve) 

After the intervention, B’s best choice  

(a corner solution) yields a lower level of 

utility than her original choice. Therefore 

intervention decreased the aggregate 

utility of workers.   

Intervention at a constrained market   

Betty is unaware of the actual level of 

risks she faces at her workplace. 

She believes she faces R1 level of risk 

for w1 wage, so she is at point J. 

She is unaware of the fact that risk level 

is actually R2. 
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Intervention at a constrained market 

If Betty gets informed about the actual 

level of risk and she is able to switch to 

a job on the blue curve (R1<R<R2), her 

actual utility increases.  

Intervention at a constrained market 

If her freedom of choice is limited, the 

introduction of a minimum safety 

standard R1<R<R2, improves her 

position.  
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Compensating wage differentials and the 

statistical value of life 

The statistical value of life (A) 

• Consider a competitive economy with two firms, 1000 workers each.   

*) Earnings of otherwise similar workers 

The employees of firm B get a $6600 wage premium for an 1‰ increase in the 

probability of fatal accidents. Such an increase implies the loss of one life per annum.  

In other words, the reduction of the risk from 1‰ to 0‰ would compensate them for the 

loss of $6600 per annum. 

That is to say, they would be willing to pay $6600 per annum in order to save a life. The 

1000 workers together would pay m$ 6.6  this is the statistical value of a life. 

The statistical value of life (B) 

Ashenfelter, O.–M. Greenstone (2004, JPE) 

• USA 1987: speed limit on highways was increased in 38 states. 

• The decision raised the rate of fatal accidents by 35% (per passenger mile), but 

decreased travel time per mile substantially:125,000 hours of travel time was 

Vállalat Halálos baleset valószínűsége/év Kereset/év 
A p w 
B p + 0.001 w + 6600 

 

Firm The probability of a fatal accident per annum Earnings per annum*
Vállalat Halálos baleset valószínűsége/év Kereset/év 

A p w 
B p + 0.001 w + 6600 

 

Firm The probability of a fatal accident per annum Earnings per annum*Firm The probability of a fatal accident per annum Earnings per annum*
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traded off for one additional fatal accident. 

• Hourly wages were $12, savings amounted to m$1.5  this is the statistical value 

of a life inherent in this decision. 

A similar estimation for Hungary 

KADERJÁK PÉTER–ÁBRAHÁM ÁRPÁD–PÁL GABRIELLA: A csökkenõ halálozási és 

baleseti kockázat közgazdasági értéke Magyarországon. Közgazdasági Szemle, LII. 

évf., 2005. március (231–248.)  

An analysis of 456 fatal accidents and 90 673 non fatal on-the-job accidents in 1994–96. 

The loci of accidents – industry, occupation, firm – were known. 

The authors estimate wage equations with variables measuring risk (average values for 

189 groups)  w/ risk. 

An additional permil in the risk of death implied 20-25 months surplus in lifetime 

earnings. An additional permil of the risk of accident implied 1 month surplus in lifetime 

earnings. 

The statistical value of a life in this sample is estimated to fall between 13 and 44 mFt. 

The value of avoiding an accident amounts to between 540 and 640 thousand Ft. 
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ELTE Faculty of Social Sciences, Department of Economics 

Thank You for using this teaching material. 

We welcome any questions, critical notes or comments we can 
use to improve it. 

Comments are to be sent to our email address listed at our 
homepage, 

eltecon.hu 
 


